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Someone’s out to get Sherry’s stepmom. . . .Can she shop her sooner than it’s I So Don't Do
Spooky (I So Don't Do... #2) too late?Did you recognize that the most campus of the Academy
of Spirits is at a Dairy Queen in Phoenix? Me either. till now. a few bizarre stuff has been
occurring to my stepmother, Paula, and the Academy has requested me, Sherry Holmes
Baldwin, to resolve it. they believe someone’s attempting to damage her.I quite don’t are
looking to get involved—my existence is much too busy. Josh and that i are celebrating
completely satisfied months of togetherness. And my top friend, Junie, is ultimately displaying a
teeny little bit of curiosity in outfits and make-up after years of brainiac behavior. yet being that
my mother is a ghost and all, me, my brother, and my dad depend I So Don't Do Spooky (I So
Don't Do... #2) upon Paula a lot. So it’s unlike i will be able to simply forget about what’s going
on. particularly considering my mother is competing on the Ghostlympics. If she is available in
first place, she earns 5 mins of actual Time.And that implies I’ve bought to get entangled in a
creepy, freaky mystery. yet . . . I so don’t do spooky.
Sherry’s I So Don't Do Spooky (I So Don't Do... #2) obtained common 7th grade issues. She’s
now not so nice in school and she’s bought a significant overwhelm on Josh, an uber lovely 8th
grader, and makes an unforgettable effect on him through bloodying his nose. Plus, her dad’s
engaged to Paula, the maths instructor at school, aka The Ruler. but when you’re considering
that I SO DON’T DO MYSTERIES is simply one other ebook approximately a regular youngster
who simply desires to be loved, you’d be so wrong. There’s not anything basic approximately
Sherry’s spring break.You see, Sherry had colossal plans for her break. Plans that concerned
napping in, shopping, after which extra buying together with her ally Junie. until eventually her
dad informed her that he and The Ruler have moved up their marriage ceremony date to this
weekend. And I So Don't Do Spooky (I So Don't Do... #2) she’ll need to spend her holiday I So
Don't Do Spooky (I So Don't Do... #2) in San Diego together with her getting older great-aunt.
Course, that’s higher than staying along with her little brother at her dotty outdated grandma’s
house. an identical person who believes in ghosts and thinks she communicates with the spirits.
Shoot, she even thinks her useless husband is a bird. How bizarre is that?When Sherry is going
outdoor to twist up in her favourite pear tree, her mother, (who, by way of the way, was once
killed within the line of accountability a yr and a part ago), indicates up in a hurry of wind and a
cloud of coffee, and Sherry’s not yes what’s bizarre and what’s not. Even stranger, it seems
her mom wishes her support fixing a case I So Don't Do Spooky (I So Don't Do... #2) of
unauthorized banana treats at a rhino enclosure in, (you’ll by no means guess), San Diego!
Her? Sherry? cross undercover? imagine on her feet? clear up a mystery? No way. Sherry’s
continuously been the only probably to clutter up, if she doesn’t freeze up first. yet irrespective
of how strange all of it sounds, her mom wishes her. truly wishes her!It doesn’t take lengthy to
persuade her dad to ship Junie I So Don't Do Spooky (I So Don't Do... #2) together with her to
San Diego, no matter if it does suggest she’s additionally going to need to submit with Junie’s
older cousin, Amber. Soon, Sherry’s as much as her elbows in meringue and buckets of coffee,
pounding the pavement like a typical ol’ sleuth until she’s obtained blisters on her feet. Who’s
attempting to kill the rhinos and why? Will she be capable of discover in time to avoid wasting

them? Will her directionally challenged mom have the capacity to locate her to allow them to
interact as she promised? Can she belief Junie together with her secret? And what
approximately Josh? Will he put out of your mind she even I So Don't Do Spooky (I So Don't
Do... #2) exists whereas she’s gone?I SO DON’T DO MYSTERIES is a funny, enticing debut
novel and Sherry’s antics will hold you turning pages seeing that not anything I So Don't Do
Spooky (I So Don't Do... #2) occurs as expected. Ms. Summy’s identify recommend she so
doesn’t do mysteries, yet i think she does them very, very well, and that i definitely wish she is
going to be brewing up extra mysteries for Sherry and her mom within the future.
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